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PRCIHK Sales Office ofDow Chemical Pacific Ltd. went through a series of organization 
development interventions for the shift of responsibilities from Hong Kong based Sales 
Representatives to PRC based Local Nationals in 1991 and 1992. The reasons for the 
change is because of higher effectiveness of Local Nationals, attitude problems of new 
Hong Kong Sales Representatives, high turnover in Hong Kong, status problem ofPRC 
Local Nationals, cost effectiveness, job enrichment and career development for Local 
Nationals. 
The interventions carried out included compensation adjustment, promotion of Local 
Nationals to newly created jobs, top management communication to Local Nationals, 
communication to Sales Representatives, indication of medium term assignment in Hong 
Kong to Local Nationals, appraisal system, training team and training on supporting 
functions. 
These interventions solved short term problems. However, some new problems and long 
term problems are surfaced. These problems include career path for Local Nationals, lack 
of perceived prospect by Hong Kong based staff, ultra sensitive on status by Local 
Nationals, incapability of performing managerial role by Local Nationals, poor conflict 
management by Local Nationals, succession plan for first line supervisors, inefficient Sales 
Representatives in PRC, heavy workload of Sales Managers, and legal environment in 
China. 
A series of interventions are suggested which include technostructural interventions, team 
i~terventions and personal interventions. 
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Preface 
Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd. is an American chemical company located in Hong Kong. The 
mother company is The Dow Chemical Company. PRClHong Kong Sales Office ofDow 
Chemical Pacific Ltd. has started an organizational change in 1991. The change is a shift 
of responsibilities from Hong Kong-base Sales Representatives to PRC-based Local 
Nationals on the sales activities in PRC, and the subsequent impacts on the existing 
organization. 
In part I of this report, the background of the company, the organizational settings, the 
current situation (1989-1991) and the driving forces for the change are discussed. 
PRCIHK Sales Office went through a series of organizational development steps. These 
steps are discussed and reviewed in details. Commentaries on these organization 
development practise conclude part I. 
In part 11, based on the results of Part I, an evaluation is presented. The problem areas 
and changes needed are identified. A series of interventions are then recommended. 
Finally, a continuous improvement policy will be suggested for pursuing continuous future 
success in organization development. 
Part I 
A. Background 
A.I. The Dow Chemical Company 
The Dow Chemical Company is a U.S.-based chemical manufacturing company. Its 
headquarter is at Midland, Michigan. Dow is one of the major chemical manufacturers in 
the world with sales revenue about 20 billion us dollars. Dow is ranked the second in US 
chemical industry and the sixth in the world chemical industry. 
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Because Dow is a manufacturing company, there is heavy influence by Manufacturing and 
Research & Development functions. Dow is relatively conservative in culture. Dow uses 
matrix system to operate, in which business, geography and function are the three "check 
and balance" management cores. 
Dow core values are 
" Long-term profit growth is essential to ensure the prosperity and well-being of Dow 
employees, stockholders, and customers. How to achieve this objective is as important as 
the objective itself. Fundamental to our success are the core values we believe in and 
practice. 
Employees are the source of Dow's success. We treat them with respect, promote 
teamwork, and encourage personal freedonl and growth. Excellence in peiformance is 
sought and rewarded 
Customers will receive our strongest possible commitment to meet their needs with high 
quality products and superior service. 
Our Products are based on continuing excellence and innovation in chemistry-related 
sciences and technology. 
Our Conduct demonstrates a deep concern for ethics, citizenship, safety, health and the 
environment. " 
Emphasis on "people" is evidenced by above values. 
Since 1985, Dow has launched a company-wide campaign called Quality Performance 
which is defined as below: 
" Quality Performance is a commitment to excellence by each Dow employee. It is 
achieved by teamwork and a process of continuous improvement. 
We are dedicated to being the leader in providing quality products and services which 
meet or exceed the expectations of our customers. " 
Dow is consensus-oriented, warmth and fussy because of the emphasis on team work and 
the matrix management. 
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A.2. Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd. and PRCIHK Sales Office 
Dow Chemical Pacific Ltd. (DCPL) is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Dow Chemical 
Company. Dow Chemical Pacific has 11 country units and PRCIHK is one of the major 
country units. Dow Chemical Pacific head quarter is in Hong Kong together with the 
PRCIHK country unit. 
PRCIHK country unit has six major functions, which are Sales, Material Management, 
Manufacturing, Treasury, Human Resources and Research & Development. PRCIHK 
country unit is headed by Michael Lung, who is the Country Manager for PRCIHK. 
PRCIHK Sales Office in Hong Kong is headed by Wallace Pak - General Sales Manager. 
Under him, there are six product sales units: HK styrenics, PRC styrenics, Urethances, 
Epoxy, Chemical & Metal, and Performance Products. Each sales unit is headed by one 
Sales Manager. Depends on the size of each product units, various number of Sales Rep. 
are working under different Sales Manger. Total head count for Sales Office excluding 
secretaries is 23 in 1989 including Olefins group which was disintegrated in 1990 due to 
the change in business strategy. The Sales Manager was moved to Dow Pacific 
headquarter. One Salesman quitted and the rest are redeployed to other product group .. 
(see the organization chart in Appendix I) 
A.3. PRC Rep. Offices 
Starting from early 80's, Dow start doing business with major customers in PRC. Dow 
established offices in major cities. The offices are called representative offices and legally 
under a company called Dow Chemical China Ltd. The offices are responsible for liaison 
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only. All the business transactions, especially legal procedures such as exchange of 
contract and other document are between PRC customers and Dow Chemical Pacific 
headquarter in Hong Kong. The representative offices do not earn any profit. China 
government tax the offices based on the actual office expense. 
There are currently three offices in China i.e. Beijing, Shangh8:i and Guangzhou. The 
offices report directly to Country Manager. Each office is headed by one Representative 
Office Manager (ROM) who is sent from Hong Kong. In the past (1989 to 1991), 
Shanghai offices had assistant office managers and Beijing offices had Account Manger 
who were Hong Kong Chinese (see Appendix 11 for the organization of Rep. Offices). 
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Each office has a group ofPRC-based Local Nationals who represent the products ( Local 
National has been renamed to product representatives recently in 1992). There are also 
other people such as customer services who are responsible for order follow-up, and 
secretaries. The total head count for the three offices excluding secretaries and customer 
services is 25. 
Local National are recruited from a bureau under China Government that are responsible 
for the provision of working force for foreign companies in China. All the Local Nationals 
are contracted employees to Dow. The contract is usually an annual contract. Dow pays 
the salary to the bureau. The bureau retains significant portion and pays the rest to the 
Local Nationals. Local Nationals also get travel allowance for the meals during travel. 
Travel allowance plus other minor allowance are the major portion of their income. 
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B. Organization settings.(before 1991) 
The basic philosophy between the role of Hong Kong-based Sales Manager and Sales 
Rep., versus PRC-station Rep. Office Manager and PRC-based Local National were that 
product authority and responsibility such as pricing, strategy and product allocation were 
belonged to the Hong Kong-based group. Customer relationship in the territory were 
belonged to the representative offices. The following will focus on the difference between 
Sales Rep. and Local National (also see appendix III for internal memo). 
B .1. Job responsibilities and authorities 
Sales Reps. and Local Nationals handled the same territory and the same group of 
customers. Since Local Nationals were in the rep. offices, they were responsible for 
contacting the customers to build up relationship and to get updated market information. 
Local Nationals also made all the arrangement of the businesss trips such as making 
appointments with the customers, hotel and air-ticket booking. 
Sales Reps, on the other hand, because they were based in Hong Kong, did not have 
frequent contact with customers in China. Rather, they worked closely with Sales 
Managers. Since Sales Reps were the ones who travelled frequently to the rep. offices, 
Sales Manager tended to delegate the pricing and volume allocation to Sales Reps and let 
them take the message to the rep. offices to Local Nationals and Rep. Office Managers. 
Moreover, because all the resources were controlled in Hong Kong, it was more handy for 
Sales Rep. to co-ordinate different supporting functions to serve the customers. 
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Therefore, Sales Reps were more on the internal side of the selling job. Strategy setting, 
communication, resource 'co-ordination were the role of Sales Reps. Local Nationals were 
more on external side: frequent contact with the customers collect market information , , 
reflect market information and customer requests to Sales Reps. 
So, when came to decision making on the issues of pricing, volume allocation, credit term 
deviation approval, technical service and delivery services, Sales Reps definitely had 
greater implied influence and power. 
Sales Reps were also held accountable for the Sales goals. Each year they are requested 
to finalize the account plan for next year. Sales Reps got the input from Local National. 
Then they built up the account plans and got the consensus on the goals and action plans 
from Local Nationals and Rep Office Managers. The ultimate account plans were done 
and owned by the Sales Reps. Local Nationals took on assistant role only. 
During customer visits, because of the implied power mentioned above and also because 
of the Hong Kong Chinese status of Sales Reps, customers always turned to them for 
business negotiation. To make the matter more serious, because Dow wanted to make the 
Sales Rep. more credible in front of the customers, Sales Reps were allowed to use the 
external title of Assistant Manager. Local Nationals got no or only the title of "engineer". 
It was because the people in rep. offices could not use the title with the word "Sales" or 
"Marketing" to avoid possible tax implication. So, in the perc,eption of the customers, the 
Local Nationals had no power to make decision. They were only messengers in most 
cases. The one who really made the decision was perceived to be the Sales Rep. 
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B.2. Reporting Line 
In the matrix concept, an individual at least has two bosses. One is the administrative boss 
who is the supervisor on the territory. One is the functional boss who is the supervisor on 
business or function. Because Sales Reps. were Hong Kong-based, the administrative 
boss was the Sales Manager. Sales Reps. were in sales function. Their functional boss 
was also the Sales Manager. 
Local National, on the other hand, had the Rep Office Manager as the administrative boss 
but Sales Manager was his functional boss. In the past, Sales Manager tended to delegate 
the business strategy implementation, pricing and product allocation role to Sales Rep. 
Moreover, Sales Managers also asked for input for the perfonnance evaluation of the 
Local Nationals. Customers also treated Sales Rep. as the boss of the Local National. So 
the Sales Rep. was the perceived boss of the Local National. (see Appendix IV for internal 
memo). The situation created a phenomena that the Sales Rep. became the "pseudo 
Sales Manager". To make the matter worse, some young and inexperienced Sales Rep. 
because of such situations, considered themselves as the actual bosses of the Local 
Nationals and acted on like that. This created bad feeling in Local Nationals especially 
those with long year of service. 
B.3 . Perfonnance Appraisal 
Sales Reps being in Hong Kong organization, had a complete formalized human resources 
related attributes and procedures. Each individual had two points, one was personal point 
which is the indication of how accountable and skillful in the present job. One was the job 
point which was the size of present job. A fonnal perfonnance appraisal exercise was 
done on each year. The individuals of similar job points within one department were 
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compared. Their immediate supervisors, Sales Managers for Sales Rep. were grouped 
together. A ranking of the performance was worked out based on Sales Reps' performance 
in previous year. Of course, there would be arguments on the position of the individual in 
the ranking list. Sales Managers were asked to present evidences to support their claims. 
It was also common that Sales Managers challenge one another on the performance of 
their subordinates. The ranking would then be combined by each department heads. A 
rating based on certain percentage distribution was given to the ranking list. The salary 
increase and the promotion prospect were determined based on the rating and ranking. 
Local Nationals, on the other hand, because of their status of contracted employee, did not 
have those attributes and procedures. The performance evaluation was done on a 
continuous basis by Rep. Office Manager. The major impact was the year end 
performance award if there was any. 
B.4. Co-ordination of internal resources 
Control and co-ordination of internal resources were the responsibilities of Sales 
Managers. However, Sales Manager tended to delegate those roles to Sales Reps because 
of proximity and convenience. The major internal resources were: 
a. Technical services 
There were a group of engineers in Hong Kong who served the customers in FRe. Their 
main duties were on quality problems and product development. 
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The co-ordination role involved prioritization of the technical issues, assurance of 
technical direction being synchronized with the business direction, action plans and related 
schedule that were accepted by both Sales and Technical Service functions, endorsement 
by both functions to draw additional Dow resources if the technical issues were beyond 
the scope ofDow Chemical Pacific Ltd., such that other area lab facilities were needed. 
b. Credit issues 
The credit manager in Treasury department handled credit issues. The main duty was to 
evaluate financial risk and grant specific credit terms to a customer or to grant credit term 
exception during particular order processing. Credit manager acted like a gate-keeper to 
safeguard Dow's account receivable. In the case of credit term exception approval, which 
was quite common in PRC environment, heavy involvement of Sales function was required 
because credit's role is to make sure that there were genuine need for business results that 
Dow needed to expose to additional risks. Internal selling by Sales Rep. on the customers 
were thus required. 
c. Delivery service 
Material Management and Customer Service were two functions that handle the day-to-
day order entry and delivery. However, when came to exceptions, Sales need to be 
involved to communicate and negotiate externally with the customers and internally with 
Material Management and Customer Services. The exception included urgent shipment, 
special request on document, special request on delivery of document and payment 
collection. 
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d. Pricing and product allocation 
This was controlled by Sales Manager, who in turn work with Marketing department (in 
Dow Pacific headquarter and not in PRC/HK country unit) to come up the floor price and 
product volume to sell. When in the occasion that Sales Manager was on vacation or on 
trip, Sales Rep. frequently backup Sales Manager to talk to Marketing department and 
conveyed the decision back to the Rep. Office. 
e. Administrative matters 
There were quite a number of administrative matters that need the attention of Sales 
Manager, such as the campaign of Quality Performance, Country Vision exercise, 
development of integrated system, safety and product stewardship. Sales Manager 
frequently delegated part of the responsibilities to Sales Reps. 
Local Nationals, on the other hand, were very difficult to take up any of the roles 
mentioned above because of their experience level and remote location. For example, it 
was not easy to convince the credit manager to grant credit exception by just talking on 
long distance phone. Other example: customer requested urgent shipment and the order 
handler is busy on something else. Only the people in the Hong Kong office could push 
the issues. 
B. 5. Personal development 
Sales Reps being the employees in Hong Kong, enjoyed the training provided by the 
Company. There were formalized training department which was under Human 
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Resources. Each year the training manager came up the training programs for the whole 
year for all the employee. ' A training manual was then circulated. Supervisors based on 
the development needs of each employee and nominated them to attend the training. 
Department heads could also request additional training session if they were needed. 
F or Sales Reps, they received two kinds of training. First kind of the training was the 
selling job related training such as selling skills, negotiation skills and group selling skills. 
Research & Development would also arrange product training for the Sales Reps. The 
second training was the general training including time management, presentation skills, 
report writing and human relation training. 
More important training was that Sales Rep. could get a lot of exposure through the 
delegation by Sales Manager as mentioned above. Moreover, they were in Hong Kong 
and frequently attended the business strategy meeting, staff meeting and top management 
communication meeting. 
F or Local Nationals, because of physical location limitation, they could only receive 
limited training from Sales Manager and Rep. Office Manager. There were training 
sessions organized but not very frequent, about once per year. They also had training on 
English on a regular basis. 
B.6. Job prospect 
Sales Rep. immediate job prospect was Sales Manager or Rep. Office Manager. Since the 
head quarter ofDow Chemical Pacific Ltd. is in Hong Kong, there were opportunities not 
only in PRCIHK country unit but also in headquarter organization. The total head count 
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for the head quarter was about 300. Because of the surge of emigration to other countries 
in 1989 to 1990, the opportunities were even more in recent years. It took about 2 to 3 
years for a capable Sales Rep. to be promoted to become a Sales Manager. 
Local Nationals did not have specific job prospect. The organization in office' was flat. 
Local Nationals had never been appointed to be any general management or sales 
management type of job. 
B.7. Compensation 
Sales Rep. and Local National compensation was based on the competitive market 
situation. The similarity between two was the small difference among peer group. So the 
incentive for good performance was really on the long term prospect instead of immediate 
financial rewards. 
Sales Rep. did complain a lot about the salary in 1988 and 1989. In 1990, Dow adjusted 
the salary level of junior grade including the Sales Reps and also introduced a continuous 
service award which is six month salary if the Sales Rep. stay with the company until the 
end of 1993. 
Local National major source of income came from the meal allowance for the business trip 
which was a fixed amount per day of the business trip. They complaint about the low 
allowance especially in those area with high inflation rate such as Guangzhou. Sales Rep. 
expense for the trip was based on actual recharge. Local National meal allowance was a 
fixed amount regardless how much he consumed during the trip. So there was a tendency 
for some Local Nationals to wait for the Sales Rep. to travel with them and let the Sales 
Rep. pick up the bills for them. 
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c. Issues that drive the change 
The main theme of the change is for the Local National to start assuming "full-fledged" 
field sales roles. There are more authorities and responsibilities added to the Local 
Nationals. For the territories that are currently covered by both Local National and Sales 
Rep., it will be split and each individual will handle his/her own territory and customers. 
The drive toward this change is because of the following factors: 
C.l. High effectiveness of Local National 
During recent years, Dow has recruited and developed several highly competent Local 
Nationals. They have the local network. They speak the dialect. They have a very good 
understanding on the local environment, cultural and personal factors. These contribute a 
lot to the success of business in PRC. Top management feel that it is possible and 
desirable for them to act independently. More important is to retain them within the 
organization. 
C.2. New Hong Kong Sales Rep. attitude problem 
Because of turnover in the Sales force in Hong Kong, there were some new Sales Reps 
recruited. They assumed that they would take the leading role in the selling activities 
because of the implied power and perception discussed above. It caused conflict between 
Sales Reps and Local Nationals and decreased the effectiveness of the selling activities. 
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C.3. High turnover in Hong Kong 
Because of 1997, there were high turnover rate in 1988, 1989 and 1990. Dow not only 
needed to find new hire but also needed to push the new hire to look after the territory 
after quite a short period of time. It triggered the bad effect discussed in c.i.. Dow also 
find that it is not easy to find capable person and to keep them long in Hong Kong. To 
maintain the normal functioning, it is obvious to utilize Local National more who have 
much lower turnover rate. 
C.4. Status problem 
No matter what was done, if Sales Rep and Local National are allowed to see the 
customers, the customers will automatically turn to the Sales Rep for important business 
negotiation. The responsibilities of Sales Rep. and Local National needed to be split to let 
the Local National function effectively in front of the customer. 
C.5. Cost effectiveness 
It is not economical to let Local National and Sales Rep. travel together. The cost for 
maintaining a Local National is much lower than a Sales Rep. 
C.6. Job Enrichment 
It is for the purpose of retaining people in long term basis to let the people have more 
responsibilities than just messengers. Moreover, the job content need to be enriched to 
facilitate personal development and career advancement. 
C.7. Career development 
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It is necessary to grow the organization in longer term to cope with the business growth in 
PRC. It is thus required to let the Local National to have bigger accountability in order to 
let them grow within the current job for the preparation on future career. 
Country Vision is the long term planning for PRCIHK till the year of 2000. Country 
vision process is a top down process originated from Dow Chemical Pacific head quarter. 
Based on the above driving issues, PRCIHK country unit commits to grow its office 
structure and people within China to become the major sales force in the year of2000. 
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D. Diagnosis 
D .1. Data collection and data analysis 
A working team that included all the Sales Managers, Rep. Office Managers and General 
Sales Manger was formed in 1991. The current status, the issues that drove change and 
the ultimate arrangement (see Appendix V for the ultimate arrangement) were reviewed. 
No formal data collection was carried out. Sales Managers and Rep. Office Managers 
based on their experience to draw up all the ideas by brain-storming. Then the issues were 
prioritized by voting. Each pair of Sales Manager and Rep. Office Manager was assigned 
to a critical issue and report back the critical issues. 
General Sales Manager then reported back the result to Country Manager with suggested 
action plans. The action plan decided mainly by General Sales Manager (see Appendix VI 
for the memo from General Sales Manager to Country Manager). 
D.2. Critical issues 
1. Compensation - not pay-for-performance 
As mentioned above, the difference among peer group is very small. To make the matter 
worst, because of the high growth in living standard , the entry points of the junior grade 
adjusted upward rapidly. On the other hand, the older generation is not getting the same 
salary increase in percentage. Thus, the gap between these two group become narrower. 
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2. Career path - Limitation on Physical Movement 
It is not easy to move Local nationals to Hong Kong to take 'on a 1-2 year assignment 
because of the restrictions posted by Hong Kong Government. It also takes at least two 
months for a Local National to apply for oversea business trip only for a very short period 
of time, say 10 days. The intra offices transfer is also very difficult. Because every city 
get its own bureau handling the contracted employee, it is almost impossible to transfer 
between cities, say from Guangzhou to Shanghai. Thus, it posts a limitation for Dow to 
create more layers in the PRC organization for Local Nationals to advance in career. 
. Dow can not group three offices together to create a bigger critical population. Dow can 
only define layers within the individual office. 
3. HI<. -based staff sensitivity 
HI<.-based staffwill have concerns on the future career. It is also not easy for more 
experienced HI<. staff because the role of Local Nationals change from existing role to 
leading role. There is a possibility for IlK staff to report to Local Nationals. Hong Kong 
staff will probably feel the threat. 
4. Training needs 
Local Nationals are in remote, isolated offices detached from other Dow organization. 
Extra training efforts need to be put into Local Nationals to bring them up to speed with 
other Dow units. 
5. Can Local National be trained on their attitude? 
There are concerns on the attitude which from the society of equality instead of 
competition. 
6. Sales managers succession plan 
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During the 'process of shifting the responsibilities from Sales Rep. to Local Nationals, 
Sales Reps will be moved to other jobs. The existing Sales Manager will probably face a 
scenario that all his subordinates are Local Nationals who are not ready for his job. 
7. Customers' acceptance of Local National as sales representative 
It is doubtful whether customers, particular the existing customers, who get used to the 
understanding that decision is made in Hong Kong and by Hong Kong people, can accept 
bigger role of Local Nationals. 
8. Will Local National's new role invite tax implication? 
It is a legal concern. 
9. Confidential information released to Local National 
This is also a legal concern because of the status of "contracted" employee of Local 
Nationals. 
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10. Local National external title 
Dow is limited that it can not use" Sales" or "Marketing" in this title. How Dow is going 
to call them in future? 
11. Culture shock 
The concern is on the compatibility of Western values and PRC values and also on the 
rapid speed of the change. 
The first four being the focus and interventions have been implemented to tackle the 
Issues. 
D.3. Objectives for interventions 
Based on the four critical issues identified, a series of objectives for interventions are 
formulated: 
1. To compensate the Local Nationals based on performance. 
2. To develop a formal appraisal system for Local Nationals for their future career 
development. 
3. To convey the message by top management that long term career for Local 
Nationals are assured. 
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4. To convince people based in Hong Kong that their career will not be affected. 
5. To equip Local Nationals with the knowledge and skills on Dow's value, business 
knowledge, operation knowledge and problem solving skills. 
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E. Interventions 
E. 1. Compensation 
Not only the absolute average were adjusted; but also the difference between experienced 
and inexperienced Local Nationals and also between good performer and poor performer. 
The travel allowance had been adjusted by a substantial percentage which was the same 
across the board. Moreover, there were more year end bonus award to good performers. 
E.2 Promotion of two veteran Local Nationals 
Two experienced Local Nationals were promoted to be the Assistant Office Managers in 
different offices. This was the first time Local Nationals had ever hold any manage~al 
positions. Their salary increased. A separate room was also granted for them to use as 
their own office. One was promoted to handle a specific territory for all the products. 
One was promoted to handle three major product groups in the office territory. Authority 
was also given to them to provide directions to other local nationals. Moreover, some 
office attempted to create a better status for them that they were allowed to use the 
company car for daily journey to the office. 
E.3. Top management communication 
Top management used the Vision as the vehicle to reassure the long term position ofDow 
organization in PRC. Michael, Country Manger made several trips to offices to deliver the 
Vision and to answer questions and concerns from the Local Nationals. 
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E.4. Indication of Hong Kong assignment 
Top management has indicated there was possibilities for very good performers to get the 
assignments in Hong Kong for a period of 1 to 2 yrs. The objective was to let the good 
performer has more exposure in Dow organization and better personal development. One 
thing was required that the Local National is in competition with other people including 
Hong Kong Chinese because a job vacancy in Hong Kong should be open to all people in 
PRCIHK organization. So the performance appraisal system that were used by Hong 
Kong Chinese needed to cover Local Nationals, in order to let the management compare 
all the candidates on a fair basis. 
E.5. Formalize appraisal system 
It was recognized there was a need to rate and rank the Local National for the reason of 
compensation and promotion as discussed above in E.4 .. In 1991 ranking meeting, Rep. 
Office Managers were invited to participate. The Sales Reps and Local Nationals were 
ranked into two separate lists. In 1992, Sales Reps and Local Nationals were ranked 
together. The Sales Reps and Local Nationals were well communicated about these 
change. There were concerns on the validity of the comparison. 
E.6. Communication session to Sales Reps 
In order to alleviate the sensitivity of Hong Kong Sales Reps, a simultaneous 
announcement by Sales Manager to their group was run in Nov, 1992. Beside the 
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message itself (which is very short), a question and answer material had been prepared for 
the explanation of the message (see appendix VII) 
E. 7 . Formalize training team 
In early 1992, a 3-member training team was formed which included General Sales 
Manager and two Sales Managers. The role of this team was to identify the training need 
for Local National and co-ordinate the resources to implement the training. In 1992, two 
training sessions were conducted at Shanghai. The training in 1992 included Versatile 
Salesperson" SMART goal setting, account planning, safety, problem solving and decision 
making and ethnics. The training for 1993 and any other on-going training have been 
identified. 
E.8. Supporting functions 
Sales Managers took on projects on sales related procedures under the Quality 
Performance initiative. The original objective was to optimize the procedures in Hong 
Kong. Sales Managers were then requested to come up reports on those sales related 
procedures from the perspective of Sales functions. It was int'ended to use the results of 
those project to migrate some sales procedures to China. Sales Managers would then go 
to each office to run training on those procedure and elaborate the co-ordinating role of 
Local Nationals with supporting functions. 
Visits by supporting function to offices were also arranged to let the supporting functions 
be familiar with Local Nationals. 
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F. Commentaries 
The interventions are still going on. However, the basis assumptions and directions are set 
according to the critical issues identified as discussed above. No further data collection 
or reevaluation have taken place in PRC/HK sales office. Thus, the following attempt to 
give comments on the whole process, the steps taken and the expected results. 
1. Quick and effective way to set the wheel rolling 
The whole process does not involve a very extensive data collection and data analysis. 
The future organization settings are also only roughly defined. In a prefect situation, these 
practices and parameters should be taken and obtained before going into interventions. 
But in practice, because of the immediate problems, esp., the conflict between IlK based 
young Sales Reps. and Local Nationals, plus the fact that many Local Nationals have been 
with Dow for more than 3 years, they have higher and higher expectations on the 
company. Dow must do something to at least demonstrate Dow's intention on retaining 
the Local Nationals. 
2. Inadequate data collection 
When coming up the 11 critical issues, only Sales MangerslRep. Office Managers were 
involved in the discussion. Large scale of open discussion is not possible because of the 
sensitive nature of this change and time constrain. Nevertheless, the opinion and feeling of 
Local Nationals and Sales Rep. seen not been taken care adequately. It is suggested that 
at least Rep. Office Managers and Sales Managers should collect data on the expectation 
on the company from Local Nationals and Sales Reps. respectively. 
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3. Inadequate data analysis - issues interrelated 
Although only four critical issues were tackled, the rest still exist and somehow hinder the 
effectiveness of the program for the first four issues. (Part 11 will give a more detailed 
discussion, esp. on the culture value). It is suggested when formulating the intervention, 
all the critical issues should be considered. After the whole intervention program come 
out, then prioritize the actions steps based on the critical issues. Then even the critical 
issues which do not have immediate attention get though through. 
4. No monitoring process and no measurement of the results 
No check point was assigned by the team and no formal checking mechanism was 
established. This is particular important in this case because not all the critical issues have 
been taken care of. It is suggested an annual review to assess the situation and revisit the 
critical issues. 
5. Limited buy-in by Local Nationals 
There are no representatives for Local Nationals. Although Michael have delivery a very 
good future projection, no definite time frame is communicated. Local Nationals have 
expressed that although company got a very good intent, they can not wait year after year 
for' the promises to come true. 
6. Different perception of the problems by some managers 
The "contracted" status of Local Nationals is still hanging around the heart of many 
managers. Some managers doubt whether they are genuinely Dow's employee and 
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whether Dow can hand everything including proprietary information and decision making 
power to Local Nationals. Those managers tend to treat Local Nationals differently and 
form some kind of discrimination. It is suggested that top management should do more in 
conveying the message to all the managers that Dow treat the Local Nationals as long 
term employee. The" contracted" status is only the legal requirement. 
7. The future of Hong Kong staff is not clear 
Sales Reps. feel uncertain about the future. Although the management reiterated many 
times that Hong Kong based people future will not be affected, unless there are alternative 
career path worked out for them, they will not be convinced. In the position of Sales 
Managers and Rep. Office Managers, they are also concerned about their future because 
of lack of succession. 
Part IT 
A. Introduction 
It is recommended that the same group of people i.e. General Sales Manger, Sales 
Managers and Rep. Office Mangers do the exercise as below: 
1. Collect information on the results of interventions and set a review session. 
2. Review the results. 
3. Identify any new problems 
4. Revisit the critical issues. 
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5. Analyses the cause of the problems and the way to tackle the rest of critical issues. 
6. Formulate next round of intervention program. 
Since · no formal review session has been set up, Part 11 of this report attempt to work 
through the whole process as mentioned above by individual efforts. 
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B. Diagnosis 
B.l. Data collection and Analysis 
For a formal team, it is recommended to do the following data collection: 
1. Questionnaire survey on Hong Kong Based Sales Reps' perception. 
Since the population affected is not very large, a simple questionnaire is adequate 
to outline the picture of the perception. 
2. Interviews with Local Nationals 
As discussed below, throughout the interventions, some problems surface from 
the Local Nationals. They are mainly the value and attitude problems instead of 
perception problems. Thus, interview is more appropriate as to dig out more 
information from open-end questions. 
3. Observation data 
Observation data are used to see how people react to new changes. Observation 
data from supervisor, colleague and other functions. A systematic data 
collection regarding the performance efficiency of the organization is suggested. 
4. Interview with management 
Throughout the interventions in Part I, the basic assumption of the organization 
development direction and the perception of the problems by the management are 
kept constant. However, after all the changes, limitation is realized, and results 
and new problems come up. The organization development direction and 
management's perception of the problems need to be reconfirmed. 
F or this report, the individual efforts are spent in the following data collection: 
1. Archival data including the information in minutes were checked to give the 
assumption on general direction of the organization development discussed in 
Part 1. The assumption remains in Part 11. 
2. Observation data particularly on the Local National's behavior were recorded. 
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3. Interviews were carried out with Representative Office Managers, Sales Managers, 
General Sales Managers and Country Manager. 
4. A systematic telephone survey was conducted in order to understand the opinion 
of Hong Kong staff attitudes. 
The data are then analyzed and some new problems are identified as follows: 
1. Ultra-sensitivity on status - "Red-eye" disease 
Local Nationals are very sensitive about status or implied status. In the past, because job 
content and compensation are almost identical, not much issues have been surfaced among 
Local Nationals. However, when the organization change brought about competition 
element in performance, problem emerged. There were situations when status was 
compared or implied, Local Nationals will do something very radical. Michael Lung, 
Country Manger, said, " We always read about the "read-eye" disease on the press, but 
not until we face it do we realize how serious it is. In Hong Kong, if you have a boss that 
you don't think he is capable. You probably will live with it because you believe on the 
system. But in PRC, when this happen, they just can't accept it." In one incident, a Hong 
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Kong Chinese Rep. Office Manager took a vacation and went back to Hong Kong. He 
appointed one Local National as the back-up for him for that period of time. Another 
Local National, who joined the company about the same time as the first Local National, 
felt strongly about that. He though that it implied the other Local National was doing 
better than him and it had the implication of the future prospect. It made him "loss face" . 
He resigned from the company. Rep. Office Manager and the related Sales Manager 
tried to explain to him that it was just merely a backup arrangement and nothing more. 
But he insisted on that and end up quitting from Dow. 
When Dow create layers for Local Nationals to advance in future, it is very critical to 
avoid this "red eye disease" from happening again and causing the instability of the 
organization. 
2. Incapability of taking the manager role by Local National 
Those two Local Nationals who have been promoted to assistant office managers found it 
difficult to exercise their power on managing other Local Nationals. First, they did not 
have a clear job description that outline their responsibilities and authorities. Secondly, 
although they could manage other Local Nationals under Dow's organization, they were 
still under the Chinese Government Bureau legally. Other employees could complain them 
to the Bureau. Thirdly, they were always concerned about other Local Nationals' 
"background" i.e. their parent's position in the Government or Party. Michael said they 
tended to "bend backward" when coming to the issue of managing other Local Nationals. 
Michael urged Sales Mangers give more supports to them. However, the results were still 
not satisfactory. These two Local Nationals have subsequently assigned to take on 
product responsibility for the whole China and relinquish the managerial role. 
3 . Value incompatibility 
Some Local Nationals when given authority, used it as if they were in traditional state-
owned enterprise. For example, when given the authority to use the company car, they 
used it for their own family use. 
4. Conflict management 
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It is found out that the way Local Nationals manage the conflict is very different from 
Hong Kong based people. They would focus more on "people" instead of the "task" or 
"procedure". They tend to conceptualize the cause of the problem to the people instead of 
objective reasons such as procedural imperfection or inadequate communication. Right or 
wrong in rationale is not important to them compared with good or bad relationship 
(friend or enemy). It manifests that when confrontation occur, they would make a lot of 
complaints behind other people's back. They form small groups. They are less 
accommodating and more manipulating with the Local Nationals outside their small 
group. 
One example was that there were some cooperation problem between two Local 
Nationals. When the Rep. Office Manager took leave, one Local National notified Hong 
Kong that another Local National was ready to leave. On the other hand, he told that 
Local National that Dow was not satisfied with her performance and ask her to leave. At 
the end, management found out the background and settled the case. 
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5. High turnover in Hong Kong in 1992 
The turnover of Sales Rep. and Sales Manager in Hong Kong was very high in 1992 even 
with the continuous service award in place. There were 5 pe~ple left (24%). A telephone 
survey was conducted on the Sales Reps. who are still with Dow to understand the cause 
of high turnover rate (see Appendix VIII for the questionnaire). Appendix IX shows the 
result. It is indicated that the main reason is lack of perceived prospect (60%). It is 
further supported by the finding that 50% of the interviewees feel that the promotion for 
Hong Kong people is opportunistic which imply lack of career planning. The interviewees 
feel that the promotion within Dow is not entirely based on performance but rather 
partially based on luck. Say if there is a vacancy open, Dow need to promote from within 
and many capable people left. The choice is very limited on the candidates with relevant 
experience. Somehow, inexperienced people were promoted. 83% of the interviewees 
feel that localization (Local Nationals become full-fledged product rep.) is one of the 
reason for high turnover rate. It reflects the concern on career development in Hong 
Kong once the localization is fully in place. 
6. Ineffectiveness of Sales Rep. 
Now the Sales Rep. travel alone without the assistance from Local Nationals. It is less. 
effective in terms of response time and understanding of the customers compared with the 
past. Moreover, customers tend to communicate with local offices, esp., Eastern and 
Northern China. 
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7. Heavy workload of Sales Managers 
Sales Managers are getting busier and busier because the role of Sales Rep. acting as a 
middle man (pseudo Sales Manager) no longer exists. Sales Managers need to firstly 
follow up all the sales related procedures which can not be migrated to China. ' Secondly, 
they need to work more closely with the Local Nationals on the day-to-day pricing and 
volume management. Third, organization development interventions need the 
participation by the Sales Managers. In the 5 people who quitted, two were Sales 
Managers. 
B.2. Data analysis 
The new problems are identified as above, which are the aftermath of the interventions of 
Part I. There are still some critical issues that have not been taken care in part I. Thus, 
we revisit all the critical issues in Part I and determine how much we have achieved and 
what the new critical issues we are facing now. 
In the 11 critical issues in Part I, we take out or consolidate the following: 
1. Compensation for Local Nationals - pay for performance 
Individual good performers have been rewarded with year end bonus. However, 
to further reward the good Local Nationals depends on what kind of career Dow 
can provide for them. 
2. Hong Kong based staff sensitivity 
This is to consolidate with "Lack of perceived prospect by Hong Kong staff'. 
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3. Can Local Nationals be trained on their attitude and culture shock 
These two critical issues have become more concrete problems on the attitude and 
culture values. These are to consolidate with: 
Ultra sensitivity on status 
Incapability to take on manager role 
Conflict management 
4. Customers' acceptance; Confidential information released to Local Nationals and 
external title. 
These three are interrelated with respect to the legal identity of Local Nationals. 
They are consolidated into a single factor named It external factors in China legal 
environment". 
5. Training 
Training programs for 1992 and 1993 have been set. Further training depends on 
the finding of other interventions. 
In summary, the new critical issues are: 
1. Career path for Local Nationals 
2. Lack of perceived prospect by Hong Kong based staff 
3. Ultra sensitive on status by Local Nationals 
4. Incapability of performing manager role by Local Nationals 
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5. Poor conflict management by Local Nationals 
6. Succession plan for Sales Managers and Rep. Office Managers 
7. Inefficient Sales Rep. 
8. Heavy workload for Sales Managers 
9. External factors in China legal environment 
B.3. Objectives for interventions 
Based on the above discussion, the following objectives are identified: 
1. To continuously develop and refine future organization settings in PRC 
There are a lot of external constrains for the development of organization for the career 
path for Local Nationals. The constrains include "contracted" status, mobility to other 
China cities, role and title limitation because of tax implication, working relationship with 
Government Bureau and mobility to oversea locations. Moreover, internal constrains 
include the need to maintain the stability of current organization for proper functioning, 
value compatibility of Local Nationals with Dow, career planning, knowledge level and 
working relationship of Local Nationals among one another. These constrains are 
entangled together. The constrains are also changing and being situational, for example, 
policy change in China and economic development affecting the cultural value and 
attitude. Thus, a giant step to define all the parameters and schedule in future 
organization is not possible. Rather, a stepwise, continuous refinement on the 
organization settings is expected. 
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The expertise in Human Resources policy and law need to be drawn in for consultation. 
Organization Development techniques need to be in place to speed up the organizational 
change by using various techniques. Therefore, a team consisting those expertise is 
recommended. 
Because of ever changing nature of external factors, plus the fact that internal organization 
is also continuously evolving, a continuous data collection, evaluation and decision making 
approach is suggested. 
2. To communicate and reassure the direction offuture organization to Local 
Nationals. 
In order to retain Local Nationals for their future career development, it is important to 
have their confidence on future organization. However, as the constrains mentioned 
above, a giant step to define all the parameter is not possible. Thus, it is suggested that 
first to establish a credible high level team responsible for the change. Secondly, the team 
constantly communicate the progress of organization development to Local Nationals. 
3. To enlarge the scope of Sales related activities in PRC. 
Since it is more effective to run certain procedures in PRC and there is a need to build up 
a critical mass in each individual office in order to have more opportunities for Local 
Nationals' career in view of the limited mobility for them to move between cities, it is 
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desirable to not only migrate the Sales-related procedures but also other Sales related 
activities including the supporting functions to PRC. The possible activities are credit 
services, delivery services and technical services. Since there may be implications on labor 
law and tax law, team review with legal expertise is needed. 
4. To define future organization settings for Hong Kong based staff 
This is in conjunction with objective 1 - future organization settings for PRC-based Local 
Nationals. Since these two are interrelated, the same team reviews the organization 
settings for Hong Kong based staff. The main objective is to reduce the perception of 
"lack of future" by Hong Kong based staff. The main task, however, is different from 
what are to be done in PRC. In PRC, it is to define a brand new organization and create 
new layers. But in Hong Kong, the main theme is to properly deploy Hong Kong staff in 
PRClHong Kong organization as well as in Dow Chemical Pacific headquarter. That is to 
set the final organization and the interim organization in conjunction with the development 
in PRC organization for Hong Kong based staff. 
5. To do the career planning for Hong Kong based staff. 
Career Planning is a regular exercise at Dow. However, to the group in Hong Kong who 
perceive that they have been affected, a throughout career planning and regular dialogue is 
necessary to reassure their future within Dow. 
6. To ensure the understanding of the performance appraisal system and promotion 
criteria by Local Nationals 
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One of the reason for "red eye disease" is inadequate confidence on the performance 
appraisal system and promotion criteria. If it is demonstrated that they are fair enough, it 
can reduce the concern of Local Nationals. The fairness is the main theme of the 
objective. Not only the fairness of the system but "fairness" as an important criteria for 
the performance appraisal of people manager. 
7. To understand the cultural values and attitudes of Local Nationals forthe 
management of people issues. 
In order to manage the day-to-day people issues and long term deployment such as 
promotion, it is necessary for first line supervisors namely Sales Managers and Rep. Office 
Mangers to have adequate understanding on Local Nationals' cultural values and attitudes, 
which differ substantially from that of Hong Kong people. For example, if Rep. Office 
manager want to name a back-up for him during vacation or Sales Manager want to name 
a co-ordinator for some projects in China, they should have adequate understanding on 
the implication in terms of feeling of other Local Nationals in order to structure the 
arrangement and communicate it to the group in a proper way. 
8. To get the Local Nationals' understanding on Dow's philosophy in people 
management. 
At the end of the day, Local Nationals will merge into the total organization ofDow and 
adapt themselves to the cultural values ofDow. For them to understand, accept and build 
up proper expectations on Dow's people management philosophy are critical for their 
career. Although it may be mostly the individual efforts, the company should bridge the 
understanding part in view of the social context the Local Nationals are in. 
9. To design next level job for Local Nationals 
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Since higher level jobs for Local Nationals are new to Dow and the previous attempt to 
name two Local Nationals as the Assistant Rep. Office Managers did not succeed, a 
throughout review on how to build up the new jobs is required. It is expected that simple 
migration of Sales Mangers job or to ask Local Nationals to assume the responsibility of 
Rep. Office Manger is not possible because of the environmental constrains and the 
readiness of Local Nationals. The design should place heavy emphasis on the local 
environment. 
10. To train up potential Local Nationals on management skills 
After creating higher level jobs for Local Nationals, training on potential candidate are 
needed in order to develop their skills and test for readiness. 
11. To build up smooth working relationship among Local Nationals 
In order to reduce the conflict between Local Nationals, a smooth working relationship is 
desired. The smooth working relationship base on the understanding of team goal, role of 
oneself, role of other people and how to optimize the working relationship. It is built up 
through training and continuous management by Rep. Office Managers. 
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12. To equip first line supervisors with peace making skills. 
Because of historical reason and existing prevailing cultural values among Local Nationals, 
certain conflicts are expected to happen again and again. Rep. Office Mangers and Sales 
Managers need to be equipped with the skills for them to continuously work on the 
relationship and minimize the conflict between Local Nationals. 
13. To build up succession plans for Sales Managers and Rep. Office Managers 
Sales Managers and Rep. Office Managers need to have successors in order to release 
them from current job to advance in the organization. Dow has a strong culture of 
promoting from within. So when Sales Rep. population is reduced and Local Nationals 
are not ready for the job of Sales Manager or Rep. Office Manager because of internal or 
external reasons, a vacuum that those first line supervisors are stuck will formed. Proper 
succession plans with clear identified targeted successor is needed. Other than Sales 
Reps., the successor may be Local Nationals or from other functions. A preparation plan 
is needed in those cases. 
14. To review job content for Sales Reps. to make them more efficient 
It is found out lhat some Hong Kong based Sales Rep. are not very efficient without the 
assistance from Local Nationals. It is needed to analyze the job content of those Sales 
Rep. and to redefine the job content in order to optimize the efficiency. 
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15. To review job content for Sales Manager to reduce the workload 
Sales Manager are currently under heavy workload because of lack of support from Sales 
Rep. acting as a "middle-man" or "pseudo Sales Manager". Thus, a job analysis and 
design is needed to identify the cause of problem and properly redeploy the job ' 
responsibilities. It also need to differentiate whether the problems are short-term ones 
because of going through organization change or a long-term responsibility allocation 
problems. 
16. To regularly review the external factors in China legal environment and to seek 
opportunities to optimize organization efficiency 
China economy is developing in a very fast pace. It is expected that the legal system will 
also develop as a results of the needs of the economy. The Labor Law for foreign 
companies is anticipated to be more liberal in future. 
In summary, the objectives for the second round interventions are as follows: 
1. To continuously develop and refine future organization settings in PRC 
2. To communicate and reassure the direction offuture organization to Local 
Nationals. 
3. To enlarge the scope of Sales related activities in PRC. 
4. To define future organization settings for Hong Kong based staff 
5. To do the career planning for Hong Kong based staff. 
6. To ensure the understanding of the performance appraisal system and promotion 
criteria by Local Nationals 
7. To understand the cultural values and attitudes of Local Nationals for the 
management of people issues. 
8. To get the Local Nationals' understanding on Dow's philosophy in people 
management. 
9. To design next level job for Local Nationals 
10. To train up potential Local Nationals on management skills 
11. To build up smooth working relationship among Local Nationals 
12. To equip first line supervisors with peace making skills. 
13. To build up succession plans for Sales Managers and Rep. Office Mangers 
14. To review job content for Sales Reps. to make them more efficient 
15. To review job content for Sales Manager to reduce the workload 
16. To regularly review the external factors in China legal environment 
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c. Interventions recommended 
Based on above objectives, the following interventions are recommended. The 
interventions based on their scope of impact are divided into three categories, namely, 
technostructural interventions, team interventions and personal interventions. 
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Technostructural interventions concern about the overall organization efficiency. It 
answer the questions on how to set the future organization both in PRC and Hong Kong, 
what sales related activities should be migrated to PRC, how to set up layers in PRC 
organization and how to plan the future career for Hong Kong based staff. 
Team interventions are the solutions for the "red eye disease", adaptation of Local 
Nationals to Dow's value, development of Local Nationals to be managers, and conflict 
resolution. This part is considered the most difficult part in all the interventions. It is 
subjective, subtle and require a lot of coaching and facilitation skills. 
Personal interventions are mostly for the people in Hong Kong. Unlike the Local 
Nationals that the future are taken care by a development of new organization structure as 
in the technostructural intervention, Hong Kong staff is within limited organization 
parameters which already set by the overall Dow Chemical organization in Hong Kong. 
Moreover, the organizational change in Hong Kong also need to be synchronized with 
PRC organization. Therefore, to work on individual level to help them cope with this 
changing environment is the main direction. These interventions provide the answer for 
heavy workload of Sales Managers and inefficient Sales Rep. 
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C.I. Technostructural Interventions 
C.I.I. Organization Development Steering Team 
A team is set up to oversee the whole organizational change. The reason to set up the 
team is to have high level management for the support of the organization development. 
On the other hand, the team is equipped with expertise in Human Resources policies and 
law and also organization development skills for the design of the program and 
implementation. Thirdly, it is aimed to create a credible body that is responsible for the 
organization change and also the career for PRC and Hong Kong staff in order to regain 
their confidence. 
This team is consisted of the following people: top management, Human Resources 
expert, first line supervisor representatives and organization development consultant. It is 
suggested Country Manager, General Sales Manager, one Sales Manager to represent the 
Sales Manager group, one Rep. Office Manager to represent the three offices, Human 
Resources Manager and an outside organization development consultant. 
The team missions are outlined in its charters. The main points of charters are as follows: 
1. Monitor external factors in PRC legal environment 
2. Refine the future organization settings in PRC 
3. Develop and approve Human Resources policies for PRC organization 
4. Endorse job design for higher level managerial post for Local Nationals 
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5. Review the Sale's related procedures and activities for migration to PRC 
6. Define specific projects for the organization change and assign task force 
7. Communicate the organization development to PRC Local Nationals 
' 8. Endorse career planning for Sales Rep. in Hong Kong 
9. Endorse career planning and succession plan for first line supervisor 
10. Keep Dow Pacific headquarter informed about the organization development and 
seek resources from it if necessary 
An action research approach is suggested. The team meet quarterly. The first meeting is 
suggested to take place in August of 1993 after the working team report back the results 
of first round interventions. Agenda based on the charters are set. The representatives for 
Sales Manager group and Rep. Office Manager group collect opinion from their 
respective group. Organization Development consultant and ~uman Resource Manc;tger 
also collect information from their functional perceptive. Then the discussion based on the 
those data results in conclusions of critical issues and action plans. The team 
communicates part of the result (which is not sensitive in nature) to the organization. 
Assign task force to implement the action plans and then evaluate the results by collecting 
data again. Minutes are only circulated to management and first line supervisors. 
However, a briefing write-up is prepared to be circulated into the whole organization. 
The chairman is the General Sales Manager. He is responsible for communicating with 
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headquarter. He is also the spokesman for the team for the communication, particularly to 
Local Nationals. 
C.l.2 Migration of Sales related procedures and activities 
In the first meeting of Organization Development Steering Team, the overall progress of 
migration of Sales related procedures to PRC is reviewed. Then the overall migration 
program is reviewed based on the following steps: 
1. Define the business needs in PRC 
2. Define the activities level needed to sustain the business 
3. Cost and efficiency comparison between Hong Kong based and PRC based 
4. Determine the impact on organization based on different scenarios 
5. Determine the legal and tax implication 
6. Prioritize the possible migration targets 
7. Assign task force to work on the targets 
The overall migration program will be reviewed in each meeting of Organization 
Development Steering Team. Each task force will report back the progress including the 
schedule, preparation of procedural manual and training needed. Organization 
Development Steering Team will take care of the people deployment issues which are 
resulted because of the' migration. 
C.I.3 Next level job design for Local Nationals 
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After going through the first meeting of Organization Development Steering Team, the 
future direction of the PRC organization is reconfirmed and the environmental constrains 
are updated. The time frame for designing the next level job for Local Nationals can be 
determined. Although it need to be in synchronized with the PRC organization settings 
determination, it is expected to be pretty soon for the retaining of Local Nationals. 
Organization Development Steering Team reviews the past job content of Rep. Office 
Managers, Assistant Rep. Office Managers and Sales Managers. Then it based on the 
constrains in working environment to set up board guidelines for the next level 
supervisors. It is expected a balance between administrative aspect and 
operationaVbusiness aspect need to be struck for Local Nationals. The 
operationaVbusiness aspect should be emphasized. In the nearest future, the 
administrative aspect of managerial role is likely to still rest on Hong Kong based 
supervisors. 
After the job is designed and reviewed by the Organization Steering team and also all the 
Rep. Office Managers and Sales Managers, the job description is going to circulated to all 
the Local Nationals for their feedback after candidate is identified. Then it can reduce the 
concerns from other Local Nationals and maximize the efficiency of the new job. 
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C.l.4. Communication session 
Organization Development Steering Team issue regular briefing write-up to Local 
Nationals. In order to reassure the future direction and to answer any concerns, an annual 
communication session in each office is recommended. 
The date and time of the annual communication session is firstly set by the Organization 
Development Steering Team. It is suggested to be in third quarter of 1993 after the first 
meeting. The session will consist of the following items: Dow global direction in Human 
Resources, long term business projections in PRC, future organization direction in PRC 
and question and answer. 
In the same meeting Human Resources will also present the communication for Human 
Resources policies. 
One month before the meeting, questions and concerns are collected from each office in 
anonymous letters. The spokesman then go to three offices to deliver the communication 
and answer the questions and concerns. After the presentation, a group dinner is arranged 
to give more chance for the Local Nationals to ask more questions. After the 
communication, a report that records all the key points and all the question and answer is 
prepared and circulated back to every Local National. 
The Human Resources policies communication is for the elaboration of performance 
appraisal and promotion. Human Resources Manager will explain the mechanism for 
performance appraisal in details. Rep. Office Manager will elaborate Dow's philosophy of 
promotion i.e. promote from within and promote based on objective criteria. 
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C.I.S. Career planning for Hong Kong based staff 
In synchronize with the PRC organization, Organization Development Steering Team 
determines the impact on the Hong Kong organization and work out the deployment of 
manpower. Organization Development Steering team need to keep constant dialogue with 
Dow Pacific head quarter because on one hand they may need to deploy Sales Rep. to the 
jobs for Dow Pacific headquarter and on the other hand they may need to absorb people 
from headquarter for the succession of Sales Manager. 
In parallel with what is done by Organization Development Steering Team, all the affected 
Hong Kong based staff including Sales Rep. and Sales Managers will do a career planning 
with their immediate supervisor. Although career planning is a regular exercise at Dow, 
these career planning will be focused on the impact by the organization development. 
The supervisors will first interview with his subordinates and work together the long term 
career plans. Then all the career plans will be feed back to the Organization Development 
Steering Team to see whether they are altogether feasible based on the overall manpower 
deployment plan. A series of recommendation regarding people deployment and training 
program is suggested by the team. Immediate supervisors then go back to their 
subordinates to elaborate and listen for concerns. 
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C.2. Team Interventions 
C.2.1. Team building intervention 
In order to reduce the conflict among the Local Nationals and improve the work efficiency 
of the group, it is suggested the outside organization development consultant run a 2 day 
Team building session for all the Local Nationals. He is used instead of in-house trainers 
because of objective identity of him in all the past conflicts. 
The objectives of the session is to build up ownership of the team, optimize work 
procedures, optimize decision making, facilitate goal setting for the team and more 
important to clarify the role of each member. It also identifies the relationship demands 
for an effective team. 
Rep. Office Manager will call the meeting for the purpose of reviewing 1993 goals and 
setting the goals for 1994. The timing is suggested to be fourth quarter in 1993. The 
outside consultant will arrive the office two days before the meeting. He will spend two 
. hours with each individual to ask for suggestions to make the team effective and concerns 
for team cooperation for the achievement of the goals. The data will then be presented in 
the meeting. The group then review and discuss the issues and come up a list of critical 
issue with prioritization. The consultant is important in the discussion to facilitate the 
understanding of the need for relationship demands for an effective team. An concrete 
action plans will be set in the team building meeting. 
A follow-up meeting last for 1 day is suggest in March, 94 to follow up on the action 
plans. 
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C.2.2. Sensitivity training 
In order for the high potential Local Nationals to adapt themselves to Dow's value in 
longer term, it is suggested to have the outside consultant to run a sensitive training for 
selective high potential Local Nationals together with selective group of Hong Kong based 
staff. 
The training is run in Hong Kong and last for two days. The theme of the training is to let 
the participant learn about themselves and the group through the discussions, interactions 
and observations. The subject matter will be the "working relation in PRC". The outside 
consultant will present various scenario during the session to simulate the interactions. 
The focus of discussion is under various scenario in PRC, what are the group dynamics 
and group norms. The scenario include various combination of supervisor-subordinate 
and colleague relation among Hong Kong based and PRC based staff. 
By this training, the PRC-based staff can learn about the group norms at Dow and 
differentiate the difference from the local culture. 
C.2.3. Training for Local Nationals on management skills 
A specific training program for selective high potential Local Nationals for management 
skills developed by outside consultants is suggested. The training program follows the 
"Behavioral modelling" approach. First, it links good performance with desired outcome -
good career prospect. Secondly it builds up the confidence of the participant. Then, a 
model on desired behavior on the management practise is presented and reinforced. 
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The training program is specific to PRC because of unique local condition and constrains. 
However, after the job analysis on the second level job for Local Nationals which focuses 
more on procedure and business aspect of management instead of administrative, it make 
the job more appropriate. The specific model include the following items: behavior 
description, justification, active listening, participate problem solving and position 
reinforcement. 
The timing for that is estimated to be in second quarter in 1994 after the job content of 
~ew second level job is defined. 
C.2.4. Group review on cultural values ofPRC staffby first line supervisors 
All the first line supervisors are group together once per year to share the experience 
about the unique cultural values of Local Nationals. The objective is to increase the 
sensitivity of first line supervisors for the management of people issues. 
The review is preferred to be after each year of Job Performance Review with the 
subordinates. That is at the beginning of next year. The meeting is called by General 
Sales Manager. In the meeting, a brainstorming session is carried out to list out all the 
unique cultural values about the Local Nationals. Then each case is elaborated more by 
the supervisor. The group work out solutions together. At the end of the meeting, a 
summary of the results is done by an assigned supervisor and subsequently circulates back 
to all the meeting participants. 
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C.2.S. Peace making skills training for first line supervisors 
It is anticipated that the first line supervisors will meet with conflict issues between Local 
Nationals. The problems are Local Nationals seldom bring them up on the table and 
become confrontation. Therefore, it is more subtle for first line supervisors to identify and 
resolve the conflicts. To equip first line supervisors with peace making skills is necessary 
to stabilize the organization. 
The training is run by an outside consultant for two day. The theme is to train up the skills 
on diagnosis of the situation, differentiate substantive issues from emotional issues. Based 
on the nature of issue, correct solutions are applied. Moreover, proper confrontation is 
desired to lead to the identification of problems solutions. However, the confrontation 
need to be structured in a way to be constructive by first line supervisors. 
C.3. Personal Intervention 
C.3.l. Job design for Sales Rep. 
Sales Reps already have very extensive job description and every year they will base on the 
job description to come up personal goals for that year. The objective to have this job 
analysis is to understand the current job environment under the condition that they are 
travelling and operating alone in a remote area without the help from Local Nationals. 
The difficulties emerged and the concerns must be recognized by both Sales Rep. and 
Sales Manager in order to avoid any frustration. 
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Sales Manager will review the current job description with the Sales Rep. They will ask 
for feedback and concerns on the validity of the current job description. Then, they will 
work together to come up the critical issues for work efficiency and develop solutions for 
that such as work process optimization. If the job is still very difficult to the individual 
Sales Rep., renegotiate on the job content is needed such as redeployment to the territory 
close to Hong Kong. The latter need the endorsement from Organization Development 
Steering Team. 
C.3.2. Job design for Sales Manager 
Under the new arrangement, Sales Managers' role is extended in the sense that they need 
to fully communicate and control Local Nationals in remote areas and secondly need to fill 
the gap in Hong Kong operations which Local Nationals are unable to follow-up. A 
detailed job analysis especially on the quantitative dimension such as man-hour is needed, 
in order to clarify whether Sales Managers are doing something that does not meet their 
level and whether they need additional help. It should also be clarified that whether this is 
a short term problem so happened because not all the sales procedures have been migrated 
to PRC. The desired outcome is to identify problem area in the job content: eliminate 
waste, optimize the working habit, draw on additional resource if needed or reallocate the 
job responsibilities between Hong Kong and PRC. In parallel with job analysis of Local 
National, the expectation on communication with respect to day-to-day business (pricing 
and volume) management, sales goal management and co-ordination role with other 
function should be clearly spelled out. 
The best approach is time and motion analysis by Sales Manager themselves. A time and 
motion analysis is done by each Sales Manger. A detailed breakdown of how the man-
56 
hour is spent is resulted with respect to all key job responsibilities. All the analysis are 
group together. A discussion session among Sales Managers and General Sales Managers 
take place. The problem areas are identified. The problems are prioritized based on the 
consumption of man-hour. Then, the group discuss whether there are short term problem 
or long term problems. Long term and high priority problem receive immediate attention. 
Various solutions are discussed. Final solutions are identified with group consensus. 
57 
D. Conclusion 
After all the programs have been set, Organization Development Steering Team still need 
to meet regularly to cope with the change in external factors and follow up on the action 
plans agreed upon. It is recommended to have an overall evaluation for the whole change 
at the middle of 1994. Further data collection interventions, technostructural 
interventions, team interventions and personal interventions can then be determined. 
A suggested scenario after the whole series of interventions is presented in Appendix X. 
By 1996, PRCIHK Sales Office will finish the organizational development program and 
result in a more effective organization that properly utilize the strength of both PRC and 
Hong Kong people. 
After this series of the interventions, because of participative nature of most of them, Dow 
and its people are better equipped with organization development philosophies and tools. 
Dow become more flexible in shaping itself to cope with the changing economic 
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Appendix VI 
DowPRC/HK 
Dow Chemical PacifiC L·mlled 
Sun Hung Kal Cer.trd 
30 Harbour Road. War.c~al 
G PO Box 711. Hong Kor.g 
Tel: (852) 832 3222 
Fax (852) 834 7860 
Teiex ' 85031 
. ! ~ 
Re: Commercial Organization July 17th Interim Report 
,j" . 
our' discussion began with the prioritization of critical 
issues. Please refer to the attached pareto chart. ,Then we 
spli~ up into 3 groups to look into the top 6 issues in 
deta~:l. : . ' . . 
't. !: ,.' ' !' 
:~ : ! : , ( . : I \ ' 
ciitic~l Issue No. 11 -
. \r;:::' ,'; : 
~ : . ' .! .,i 
. , 
;. :. ; . , ; . 
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., :1 . :. .. ~'I \ ,' 
• '. ~ ~ .• : __ /.2 ~ ' .. ; " 
',(:. ! :,:' ': ';,r' " , / ," 
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I 
Compensation is considered as the 
most critical issue. It is felt 
that the current compensation system 
in the PRC (and FESCO) makes it 
difficult for Dow to motivate local 
nationals through the pay for 
performance policy. Somehow the Dow 
system must be introduced to China 
if we are going to reward them for 
good performance just as w~ : do for 
the HK based staff. 
. .', ; 
~ ~ " . ~. , ' 
i' . ',: I , i ' ; 
, I 'I ;. 
2 
critical Issue No. 1 - Career path is ranked second~ It is 
felt by the group that career path 
must be identified for the local 
nationals and somehow communicated to 
them before ,they will take us ' 
seriously. 
Because with the physical 
limitations, the local nationals are 
normally bound to particular cities 
and cannot re-locate easily. So 
unless we can convince them (and 
ourselves) that there are 
opportunities for growth in their 
location, they will not be motivated. 
critical Issue No. 8 - H6ng Kong~~~s~~~staff ·s~n~{tivity 
ranked no. 3 in priority. since it 
will not be an 'overnight' change, 
the group finally agreed that 
evolutionary progress will probably 
be more palatable by HK staff. On 
the other hand, holding a special 
group meeting to 'explain' things is 
deemed unworkable~ Kennie's group 
has actually taken the first step in 
the new organization. 
critical Issue No. 6 - Training needs ranked a close 4th to 
be followed by critical Issue No. 5 -
can local nationals be trained on 
attitude. 
critical Issue No. 7 - Sales Manager succession plan also 
receive sUbstantial votes. 
I have attached,the written reports of the 3 groups for your 
review • 
• • • • • /3 
- .. __ ... '- " • . - -- . - .- - --------- -- - .-- . _ _ . • .. .. •. •.. ---------,~"'"'"' __ 3,.,:..\., .:. :.. .J: ___ ----------- ............. - --'-' 
3 
While all the above are important, it is my personal opinion 
that we need only to resolve the first 2 (No. 11 and 1) to 
press on as a minimum. 
Please give us your comment. 
Regards 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































Aug 2, 1991 
Wallace Pak 
cc: Edmund Leung 
Terence Ip 






Subject was analysed as follows : 
.. ·.DowPRC!HK 
o 5. ~ 91 
Dow ChemIcal PacIfic limited 
Sun Hung Kal Cen:re 
30 Harbour Road. Warcra, 
GPO. Box 711. HOr"g Kong 
lel: (852) 832 8222 
Fax: (852) 834 7860 
,Telex: 85031 
_ ...... :+\ ~ issu..t 1. 
ff I. 
Career Path can be planned for the right person, according 
to the Dow practice. It will also depend on the choice 
of people, their conduct and talents. Excellence in per-
formance is sought and rewarded. 
2. Opportunities will be provided by (1) PRC/HK reorganization 
or localization (2) turnover of senior staff (3) newly created 
position (4) expansion of biz in both sales/technical/admin 
areas. 
3. Constrains are anticipated in . training, compensatiori as 





July 30, 1991 
3 O. JUL ~1 
Dow Cremical Pacific Liml~ed 
Sun Hung Kal Centre 
30 Harbour Road . 'v'Jar.cr.ai 
G PO Box 711. Hong Kor.g 
Tel. (852) 832 8222 
Fax: (852) 83.1 7860 
Telex " 85031 
Wallace Pak 
i<t,r 
Q. CAN LOCAL NATIONALS BE WELL - TRAINED ON ATTITUDE? 
A. In spite of the fact that people brought up in mainland 
China under socialism environment are group disciplined, 
mentally confined to party norms, inwardly subservient" 
and outwardly skeptical, yet the younger generation is 
susceptible to foreign influences and gradually adapted 
themselves to western logics and way of thinking as PRC 
opens up to the outside world. 
It is for sure that personal characteristics and western 
civilization counteract political environment if given 
the right time, right place to have the right contact. 
Believe the Dow Rep Offices serve well these conditions. 
However, degree of susceptibility may vary according to 
different region and territory. For example, people in 
the south and coastal areas would be more receptive and 
adaptable than those up north "and inland areas due to 
location proximity to outside contacts. 
Hence we would say as far as PRC maintains its 'open 
door' policy, local" nationals working in Dow Rep Offices 





July 29, 1991 Dow Chemical Pacific Lm':ed 
Sun Hung Kal Cer.tre 
30 Harbour Road. Wancr.al 
GPO. Box 711. Horg Kor.g 
Tel ' (852) 832 8222 
Fax . (852) 834 7860 
Telex 85031 
Wallace Pak 
Re: critical Issues on Ultimate organization 
7) will Sales Manaqer Succession Plans a Problem? 
Eventual Succession only from LN? 
Today, all the Sales Managers' posts are occupied by HK 
people. Nevertheless, with the introduction of 
localization in the PRC sales function, we foresee that 
all sales activities in the field will eventually be 
taken over by the Local Nationals (LN). Obviously, there 
is no doubt that the LNs will gradually become the most 
suitable candidates for the SMs' post. Then, it will 
bring up another critical issue - Sensitivity of the LN's 
to Manage HK people. 
11) compensation Allowance all equal among Local Nationals 
Contradict Dow's Pay-for-Performance Philosophy. 
Based on today's system in China, all LNs must be hired 
through FESCO. Unfortunately, FESCO has taken away up to 
90% of their salary and only a small portion will be left 
behind for them. Therefore, all LNs' sa~ary are very 
close to each other in spite of seniority, ranking and 
performance. 
In order to motivate the LNs, Dow's pay-for-performance 
must be introduced to China among all LNs. Everyone's 
reward should be pased on their ranking and rating. 
Instead of going through FESCO, we ma¥ consider to reward 
the LNs by some other means such as g~ving them some 
appliance, clothing, bonus and etc. 
Basically, all the Rep Office Managers support the idea. 
Besides, FESCO has clearly indicated that they have. no 
objection to this kind of arrangement. 
Regards 
K Chan/A Chan/K Lai 
/ym 
CONFIDENTIAL 
August 15, 1991 
Wallace Pak 
RE : Ultimate organization Planning 
Do·wPRC/HK 
Dow Chemical Pacific Limited 
Sun Hung Kai Centre 
30 HarboLir Road. Wanchal 
GPO. Box 711. Hong Kong 
Tel: (852) 832 8222 
Fax ' (852) 834 7860 
Telex: 85031 
Attached is a summary of our team's (Maria, Peter & Fred) 
discussion on the two given topics : 
Training and orientation needs 
HK staff sensitivity 
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. TO YES, ETe) 
-PRODUCT TRAINING 
'PRODUCT BROCHURES 
9. PR08LEM SOLVING tK-T COURSE 
AND DECISION 
MAKING .ON-THE-JOa GUIDANCE 
10. THORQfJGH FORMAL COHMUN I CA T ION 
UNDERSTANDING SESSIONS 
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DURING SAID HK VISIT 
HR DEPT AT PRC OFFICES 




Hf1 DEV GROUP 
T9 TO CONDUCT 
SH TO ARRANGE 




ROM TO ARRANGE 
5ECRE"ARTF~ 
• 
CRITICAL ISSUES ON ULTIMATE ORGANIZATION 
I _,~~ \Ut- ff g 
'( / 
,.Uv HK STAFF SENSITIVITY 
(REFERRING MAINLY TO THE FSR) 
1. POSSIBLE SENSITIVITY 
- WHAT WILL " THE CHANGING ORGANIZATION 
LEAD TO ? 
- HOW IS IT GOING TO AFFECT THE 
FSR IN HK? 
- HOW IS IT GOING TO AFFECT THE 
PRESENT ARRANGEMENT AND MY 
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE LN ? 
- WILL THERE BE FEWER JOBS FOR THE 
HK PEOPLE? 
- WILL THERE "BE RETRENCHMENT IN HK? 
- IF I DON'T HAVE THE PRC FIELD 
EXPERIENCE, CAN I STILL BECOME 
THE SALES MANAGER FOR PRC/HK ONE 
DAY? 
2. BECAUSE OUR BASIS UNDERSTANDING IS : 
- THE CHANGE . WILL START TO TAKE 
PLACE ALMOST IMMEDIATELY 
- BUT IT IS NOT GOING TO HAPPEN 
OVERNIGHT, ACROSS-THE-BOARD WITH 
EVERY JOB IN EVERY PRODUCT GROUP 
- INSTEAD, IT WILL BE AN EVOLVING 
PROCESS USING A COMBINATION OF 
THESE MODES WITH THE EXISTING FSR 
- SPLIT OUT THE TERRITORY WITH LN 
- LET THE FSR CONCENTRATE ON 
MARKETING ACTIVITIES WITH 
SALES HANDLED SOLELY BY LN 
- RETAIN THE FSR AS TERRITORIAL 
COORDINATOR 
- NATURAL ATTRITION 
-_ .. ----------------------
IT LEADS TO 2 SCHOOLS OF THOUGHTS : 
A) . SINCE IT IS AN EVOLVING PROCESS, · 
NO FORMAL GROUP COMMUNICATION 
WITH THE FSR IS NECESSARY 
OR 
CONS: UNHEALTHY SPECULATION 
: /DESTRUCTIVE RUMOR / 
MISUNDERSTANDING 
B) SOME "APPROPRIATE" FORM OF 
COMMUNICATION SHOULD BE CONDUCTED 
TO AVOID THE ABOVE POTENTIAL 
NEGATIVE ISSUES 
CONS: PUTTING THE MATTER IN WRONG 
PERSPECTIVE 
~I· ,t' · ·h ·~h-,·~··,r;"~;"·~~'1~··" ·rt!i·q,(!I · '" ,·t.,, ··- · ).i ' · ·id \· \'.' ·,% .. · ·~~~ .. · .. , ' r ' r .. , •.•.. , • . • ~. , . !t 1': ". t' · ... ·f' ~ ... ·· c· ·. · •. l"J ·' · . ·· C!· ·- 1·· /. · .. · · ·, (I .• : . t . ; .. a) ' " . ,. • , ... . . ·· f .t •• " f did " .. .. .. . '0 .... 'Ib .. . · . 
3. THE GROUP'S RECOMMENDATION : 
- HAVE EACH PRODUCT GROUP WORK 
OUT ITS EVOLVING . PLAN FOR 
EACH TERRITORY / LN / FSR WITH 
TENTATIVE TIMING SPECIFIED 
- THEN COMBINE THE PRODUCT 
GROUPS AND LOOK AT THE 
TOTAL IMPACT 
- THEN DECIDE THE IIAPPROPRIATEII 
FORM OF COMMUNICATION IF DEEMED 
NECESSARY 
CONFIDENTIAL 







cc: Michael Lung 




Dow Chemical Pacific Limited 
Sun Hung Kai Centre 
30 Harbour Road, Wanchai 
G.P.O. Box 711, Hong Kong 
Tel: (852) 832 8222 
Fax: (852) 834 7860 
Telex: 85031 
INDIVIDUAL PRODUCT GROUP AND REP. OFFICE 
ORGANIZATION CHANGE 
Thanks for all of your input to a simple and uniform message 
to our FSR and u~ for PRC. Attached is the final version 
to be used. Please conduct an individual group communication 
w~th the proper low profile to your FSR on: 
Monday, "Nov. 25,3:30 - 5:30 p.m. 
I will arrange for the rep. office to communicate to the LN's 
shortly after that date. Please do not communicate with them. 
For those who have not done so yet, please come to see me 
as soon as possible about any necessary evolutionary change 






The PRC/HK organization has been in place since 1989. 
After almost three years of experience and development, 
we believe the time is ready for our local national staff 
to start assuming full-fledged field sales roles. 
Individual product group will begin moving towards that 
direction. This change will not be an abrupt or revolutionary 
one, but will depend on each group's situation. In the 
near future there will be some new splitting of individual 
responsibilities. Those affected will be properly 
communicated as it happens. 
In no way will this move affect the Hong Kong FSR1s role 
as such or their future with the company. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
Supplementary Notes (ONLY to be used IF a specfic question 
is asked by the staff) 
(1) Is this move for reducing jobs? 
No. We have said that this move will in no way affect 
the Hong Kong FSR's role as such or their future with 
the company. 
(2) Is this move for cost saving? 
In our viewpoint, cost saving is looking at the matter 
in too narrow sense. The keyword should be "competitive-
ness". .Long term we will be noncompetit·ive if ·we continue 
to run our sales organization with a .double team. 
Our business . will not be a healthy one. We will not be 
able to deliver the growth. that we intend to. We may 
even be unable to survive. 
(3) Will this move affect the reporting line of the FSR or the 
LN? 
There will be no change in the reporting line. Local 
national staff will continue to report functionally to 
the sales manager and administratively to the rep. 
office .manager. Hong Kong FSR will continue to report 
to the sales manager with a heavy dotted line to the 
rep. office manager in their sales activities. 
(4) · Will there be any change in the .working relationship 
between the rep. office manager and the sales manager? 
No, we have always been a matrix organization and 
their working relationship Will continue to be that way. 
(5) How. would this change affect the Hong Kong FSRts future 
in Dow? 
Long term their future will be mainly in the Hong Kong 
market and the sales .management jobs based in Hong Kong 
as far as the commercial side of the PRC/Hong Kong 
organization is concerned. There is ample room for them 
to grow within these parameters. 
CONF\OENT\AL 
(6) How would this change affect · the PRC local national staff's 
future in Dow? 
They will begin to assume the full sales job for their 
own territory, i.e. they will have greater responsibility. 
Of course the company will provide them with more 
training and orientation to equip them for such role. 
Long term their career future will be basically within 
the PRC market. On an, exception basis some outstanding 
performers may be posted for management jobs based in 
Hong Kong. 
(7) Will the Hong Kong people have to compete with local 
national staff for ·the management jobs? 
Yes, these two grotips are of equal status in the company. 
Hong Kong people will compete wit~ the LN's, just as 
they have to compete with other Hong Kong peers .. However, f) 
it must be stressed that most of the LN's will develop 
their career within PRC ~cause that is where their 
strength is. 
Questionnaire form (Telephone survey) Appendix VIII 
I am a 3 year MBA student and I am working on a project regarding the organizational 
issues or PRCIHK Sales Office. I would like to collect some data from you. All the 
individual data will be destroyed afterward and the results will be presented in a summary 
form. 
1. Do you think the turnover rate ofPRCIHK Sales Office in 1992 is high? 
1.1 (Ifhigh), what are/is the reason(s) for high turnover rate? 
2. What do you feel about the compensation ofDow in general? 
3. What do you feel about the promotion prospect ofDow in general within 3 years? 
4. Do you think the localization of Sales Forces i.e. Local Nationals take on 
independent Sales Role have any impact on turnover rate? 
Why? 
5. What do you think what can be done to improve the turnover rate? 
6. YearwithDow 
7. Title 
Questionnaire form (Telephone survey) - RESULTS Appendix IX 
The total number of sample is 9 and the number of respondent is 6. 
1. Do you think the turnover rate ofPRCIHK Sales Office in 1992 is high? 
83%-high 17%-average 
1.1 (Ifhigh), what are/is the reason(s) for high turnover rate? 
60%-Lack of perceived prospect 
40%-Not competitive compensation 
20%-Lack of job satisfaction 
40%-No comment 









4. Do you think the localization of Sales Forces i.e. Local Nationals take on 
independent Sales Role have any impact on turnover rate? 
Why? 
83 %-Increase turnover rate 
17%-No comment 
Reasons- Less opportunities for promotion 
Lake of attention from company 
Company direction to have high turnover in Hong Kong 
5. What do you think what can be done to improve the turnover rate? 
33%-No comment 
6. 




Year with Dow 
Range: 0.5 yr to 4.5y Average: 3.2 yr 
7. Title: All are Sales Rep. 
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